Microsoft’s Copilot for Microsoft 365 is Available NOW for CSP Customers

Since 2016, CDW has partnered with Microsoft in their CSP (Cloud Solution Provider) program to give customers a partner-driven purchase experience for their M365 and Azure solutions. When purchasing through the CSP Program, organizations get the benefit of support, billing, and provisioning assistance directly with CDW. In addition to this, customers have access to our subject matter experts and unique services surrounding their Microsoft solutions.

The leading solution for worker productivity, Copilot for Microsoft 365, is now available with no minimum seat purchase to all CSP Commercial customers.

What is Copilot for Microsoft 365?

Microsoft is a technology leader in the growing AI Solutions arena in both the Public Cloud and the Modern Workplace. Microsoft Copilot for M365 offers a suite of tools across various Microsoft applications to enhance efficiency and creativity in everyday business tasks.

Copilot for M365 gives your organization everything it needs to harness the power of Artificial Intelligence to enhance user productivity, efficiency, and creativity – giving time back in their day to do what they do best.

What are the Purchasing Requirements for Copilot for M365 in CSP?

To take advantage of the capabilities that Copilot for M365 has to offer, organizations must:
- Have a qualifying base license of Microsoft 365 Business Standard, Business Premium, O/M365 E3, or O/M365 E5 for each user they wish to assign a Copilot for M365 license to.
- Purchase the Copilot for M365 license as an annual commitment subscription with annual billing at $360 per user. There is no monthly billing option at this time.
- Have a high level of adoption within the core Microsoft suite; i.e. Exchange Online, OneDrive, Teams and Microsoft 365 Apps.

Benefits of Purchasing Copilot for M365 through CDW’s CSP Program

CDW has the expertise you need to make your investment in Artificial Intelligence a success. When purchasing licenses through our CSP Program, customers get incredible benefits at no additional cost such as:

- Inscape - CDW’s own cloud management platform that helps you manage, govern, and optimize your costs around both Microsoft 365 and Azure – in one pane of glass
- ClipTraining - Help your workers best utilize Copilot for M365 with web-based training modules (available NOW through Inscape!)
- 24/7/365 single-point-of-contact, U.S.-based administrative support for all break/fix Microsoft 365 online issues.
- Single-source billing, direct from CDW with options to pay through Credit Card or Net 30
- Robust self-service tools to manage your subscription, track invoicing and more on CDW.com

Optional Add-On Services:

- Unlimited Backup - Protect your data and from threats like ransomware with unlimited cloud-based, turnkey backup from SkyKick
- CDW Technology Support (CTS) – Get dedicated CDW engineering support for your on-premises/hybrid/fully cloud-based Microsoft environment

To learn more about Copilot for Microsoft 365 or CDW’s CSP Program, call your CDW account manager.
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